FAAM flight log - b138 by FAAM
 
Flight No.:  B138 
Date:   14 Nov 2005 
Take Off 12:27:48  
Landing:   16:43:32  
FLIGHT FOLDER 
Flight Time 4h15m44   
 
Campaign: CAESAR & MICROMIX 
Operating Area: SW Approaches 
 
POB Position Name Institute 
1 Captain Alan Roberts Directflight 
2 Co-pilot  Ian Ramsay-Rae Directflight 
3 CCM UT Dawn Quinn Directflight 
4 CCM Gaynor Ottaway Directflight 
5 Mission Scientist  Jon Taylor Met Office 
6 Flight Manager Alan Woolley FAAM 
7 Flight Manager UT Ruth Purvis FAAM 
8 Cloud Physics / CCM2 Paul James FAAM 
9 AVAPS (Dropsondes) Steve Devereau FAAM 
10 AVAPS UT Stuart Heath FAAM 
11 TAFTS Paul Green Imperial College 
12 ARIES Alan Vance Met Office 
13 MARSS/DEMOS Ian Rule Met Office 
14 Wet Nephelometer Simon Osborne Met Office 
15 Mission Scientist UT Chawn Harlow Met Office 
16 CPI Ian Crawford University of Manchester 
17 SWS Stuart Rogers Met Office 
18    




             FLIGHT SUMMARY  
Flight No B138 
Date:     14 Nov 2005 
Project:  CAESAR & MICROMIX 
Location: SW Approaches 
  
Start   End 
Time    Time     Event               Height (s)        Hdg Comments 
----    ----     -----               ----------        --- -------- 
122748           T/O                                     
123336           ASP opened          8.2 kft           062    
130030           videos cameras      10.0 kft          235  
130829  133514   Profile 1           10.0 - 31.0 kft   238               
130859           BBRs                11.0 kft          246 extend   
133615  134116   Run 1               31.0 kft          272               
133600           BBR                 31.0 kft          274 retraced        
134327  135639   Run 2               31.0 kft          054                     
134500           Turn 10 deg right   31.0 kft          065 To avoid low cloud  
135005           Dropsonde           31.0 kft          063 Sonde 1 released      
135908  140920   Run 3               31.0 kft          252                       
141233  142216   Profile 2           31.0 - 34.0 kft   076 500ft/min 
                                                           BBR extended 
                                                           BBR retracted        
142752  143401   Run 4               33.0 kft          248                       
143718  145018   Profile 3           33.1 - 27.0 kft   077 BBR extended         
144008  144318   Interrupt Profile 3 31.1 kft          253     
144522  144804   Interrupt profile 3 29.0 kft          252                     
145103           BBrs                27.0 kft          067 BBR retracted        
145649  145816   Orbit 1             27.0 kft          095 left orbit           
150048  150139   Orbit 2             27.1 kft          127 right orbit              
150318  150453   Orbit 3             27.0 kft          139 right orbit             
150722  154033   Profile 4           27.1 kft-  250ft  251 BBR extend 
          BBR retract              
151155  151429   Interrupt Profile 4 23.0 kft          246                                   
152325           QNH       12.1 kft          051 1022 becoming 1021              
153724  153911   Interrupt Profile 4 0.65 kft          054                                    
154033  154538   Run 5               250 ft            250 
154729  155900   Run 6               250 ft                       
163347           ASP closed           9.9 kft          064                       
164332           Land                0.12 kft          308               
164823           End position        0.12 kft          308 52'04.36N 0'37.50W   


CAESAR SORTIE BRIEF 
Cirrus in-situ measurements. 
B138- 14* November 2005 
Aim 
The aim is to study the in-situ properties of cirrus coincident with an overpass of the 
Cloudsat-Aqua train. A few runs above the cloud are to be made for radiative 
measurements during the satellite overpass. The exact location and duration of the 
runs are to be determined from the cirrus location and its advection due to the wind. 
Weather 
Cirrus, ideally with clear skies below. Some cloud below is acceptable, as long as the 
cirrus is measurable by the radar. 
Operating region 
South West Approaches 
Clearances 
Clearances will be required for dropping sondes and performing a profile from 
minimum allowable altitude. 
Duration Total time 
Manoeuvre bin)  (mid 
35 105 
3 1 12:45 I Perform a series of reciprocal straight and level runs at I I 
several levels within the cloud, with profile descents 
between each level ending at lOOOft below cloud base. 35 140 
13:20 Fly two orbits below cirrus with as large a bank angle as - 
possible. 15 155 
13:35 Profile ascent to max altitude at lOOOft/min 10 165 
4 13:45 Straight and level run at max altitude drop sonde at 1350. 15 180 
5 1353 Satellite overpass during run. 
6 14:OO Perform a series of reciprocal straight and level runs at 
several levels within the cloud, with profile descents 
between each level and then ascents. 50 230 
7 1450 2 reciprocal straight and level runs lOOOft above cloud. 20 250 
8 15:lO Profile descent to min altitude at 1000ft/min 35 285 
9 15:45 Transit to Cranfield 45 330 
10 16:30 Land Cranfield 
B138 – Mission Scientist De-brief. 
14th Nov 2005. 
 
Dr Jonathan P Taylor. 
 
The aim of the sortie was to study cirrus in the South West approaches.   
There was extensive low level cloud in the operating area but fortunately 
a narrow corridor clear of shallow cumulus and stratocumulus was found 
orientated in a NE/SW direction.    All runs were flown parallel with this 
clearance line in order to maintain cloud free conditions below. 
 
The cirrus cloud was very inhomogeneous in its spatial coverage and in 
its altitude.   Generally speaking the cirrus appeared to be wedge shaped 
with clear skies and/or v thin cirrus at the eastern end of the runs and 
thicker cirrus at the western end of the runs.     
 
Take off was delayed due to aircraft problems so after the transit a profile 
ascent to FL310 was flown from FL100.   This run was heading 274deg 
and started with cirrus above but ended in the cirrus cloud.    
 
A second run was flown at FL310 to coincide with the satellite overpass 
at 1353Z with a sonde being launched at 1350Z.   During this run ARIES 
looked in the zenith but unfortunately SWS looked in the nadir by 
mistake.   Following the overpass run another run was made again 
heading west with ARIES, SWS and TAFTS looking in the zenith.   
 
Following the 3rd run a profile was flown to FL340 to get in to the cirrus 
clouds.   ADA/CPI and cloud physics both reported concentrations 
around 100/litre of 120 um rosettes and aggregates.    Unfortunately we 
were not able to get above the cirrus and it’s thickness changed 
significantly during the run.   The run in the cirrus had to be changed to 
FL330 due to air traffic conflicts.  Following this run we descended to 
initially FL290 and then down to FL270 to get below the cirrus for some 
orbits.   The first orbit was flown at 60deg bank but altitude was not 
steady.   The second orbit was aborted and the third flown at 50deg bank.   
 
Following the orbits a profile was flown down to 250ft to check out the 
wet nephelometer.   A 5 min run was flown heading west followed by a 
12 min run heading east.   Wet neph worked well although it required lots 
of manual intervention.   An intercomparison of Heimann  and ARIES 
looking at the sea surface was conducted.   Aerosol concentrations were 
around 250/cc . 
 
During some of the high level runs we were sometimes contrailing and at 
other times no contrails were being made.   Engine details were noted. 
 
Summary 
A moderately successful flight, cirrus was not ideal due to its 
inhomogeneity and inability to climb above it.    Useful instrument test 
flight and some useful contrail data. 
 
Inst Summary 
Marss/Deimos – both instruments appeared to work well, marss black 
body mods worked well with good temperature stability. 
TWC – was u/s for the entire flight 
ARIES – some problems with the keyboard but all worked well. 
SWS – worked well, operator problems with looking in correct direction 
and some problems moving scan mirror at high level. 
TAFTS – appeared to work well but TAFTS guys very quiet. 
Wet Neph – appeared to work reasonably well, some difficulty 
controlling chiller box and some RH sensors did not work in piping 





CLOUD PHYSICS LOG Flight B  
 
             Date:          Operator:               DRS time:    DAU1 time:  DAU2 time:  DAU3 time:   AUX1 time:  AUX2 time:  Page  1  of   1 
G.M.T       PCASP FFSSP SID1 SID2 2D2-C 2D2-P CIP25 CIP100
 Conc/cc Mean R Block TX Count Count Conc/L Max size Conc/m3 Max size Conc m3 Max size LWC Conc m3 Max size LWC 
Habit Remarks 
130821 15 0.06 5 0  0  0  0   0     100
131120 15                0.07 130
132023 8                0.06 230
132420 12                0.06 260
1332 10                0.09 300
133514                   310 end p1
133615 25               0.06 5 Run 1  
1338 35               0.06  
1340                  
                 un 1 End r
134327                   Start run 2
1345 40              0.08 7 60 30 100 11  
1350 80              0.06 9 100 20 200 11 
1353 120 0.06 10            100 100 100 11 
1355 70               0.06 11 0 50 125 11 
135639                   End run 2
135908                   Start run 3
1400 110 0.06 11               
1403 95                0.06 
1405 120 0.06 11              70 175 11 
1407 160 0.07 13              30 200 10 
                 un 3 End r
141233                  Start p2 
141440 250 0.09 18              60 150 11 320
1418 70               0.06 18 60 125 11 
1421 233 0.06 20              50 125 11 
142216                  Endp2
142752                   Start run 4
1430 500 0.07 21              10 10 50  
1433 450 0.06 22            100 100 150 11 
143401                   End run 4
143718                  Start p3 
1439 550 0.3            26 200 100 150 11  
1442 500 0.06 28             100 30 175 11 
1446 350 0.07 30             100 30 150 10 
1449 300 0.06 31               
145018                   End p3
150722                   Start p4
151030 20                0.06 31 240
151745 10                0.06 31 200
152525 10                0.06 31 120
1533 40                0.06 31 050
1539 150 0.06                500
154033                   Start run 5
1544 200 0.06 31               
                  
©MetOffice 2005 
CLOUD PHYSICS LOG Flight B  
 
             Date:          Operator:               DRS time:    DAU1 time:  DAU2 time:  DAU3 time:   AUX1 time:  AUX2 time:  Page  2  of   2 
G.M.T       PCASP FFSSP SID1 SID2 2D2-C 2D2-P CIP25 CIP100
 Conc/cc Mean R Block TX Count Count Conc/L Max size Conc/m3 Max size Conc m3 Max size LWC Conc m3 Max size LWC 
Habit Remarks 
154729 160 0.06                 Start run 6
1552 240 0.06                
1556 330 0.06                
155900                   End run 6
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Cloud physics processing log.             Revision date: 04/04/2006 3:57 PM 
CLOUD PHYSICS PROCESSING LOG 
 
Flight number: B138 
Date:  14/11/2005 
 
A)                                          FFSSP PROCESSING    
Processing Stage Completed Comments 
1) Transfer *.txt files from DVD to PC     
    B138_FFSSP_hh.txt for each hour of data     
    B138_FFSSP_HVMS.txt     
2) FTP the files (ascii) from the PC to the directory      
    PMSDATA: on FLOODS  05/01/06   
3) RUN MRFB:[PMS.FAST_FSSP]FSSP_EXTRACT_TAS     
    a) Flight number:             B138     
    b) Path name:                  MFDDATA:B138_MFDX     
    c) Output directory:          PMSDATA:     
    d) Start time:                    0 if unknown     
    e) End time:                     240000 if unknown  05/01/06   
4) RUN MRFB:[PMS.FAST_FSSP]FFSSP_PROCESS_TXT   Note the calibration file used 
    a) Flight number:              B138     
    b) Directory:                      PMSDATA:     
    c) TAS in processing:       Y     
    d) Vel threshold (clicks)    0     
    e) Calibration file: Use the most recent calibration file.     
    Format FFSSP_CALddmmyyyy.txt    FFSSP_CAL19112005.TXT 
    Calibration files to be stored in MRFB:[PMS.FAST_FSSP]   
    f) Adjust FFSSP time       Y/N y 
Yes only if gross errors occur 
in FFSSP time eg; ~ 1hour 
    g) If Y, enter value to add to data time (seconds) 3600 1hr shift apparent after 1st go 
     
5) In PVWAVE     
    a) enter:     
        !path=!path+’,mrfb:[pms.proc]’   
        Note that the comma before “mrfb” is important!     
    b) write_procffssp_to_m5,'pmsdata:B138_procffssp.dat',   
 Note the correction applied 
to FFSSP time by /auto  
      'mfddata:B138_mfdX','pmsdata:B138_m5procffssp'   
 69 sec additional added to 
FFSSP manually 
       1st argument is output file from 5)     
       2nd argument is the MFD     
       3rd argument is the new FFSSP data file in M5 format   05/01/06   
     c) exit   
6) MODIFY     
    a) Modifying datasets:    pmsdata:B138_m5procffssp     
    b) Datset:                       mfddata:B138_mfdX     
    c) New dataset:              Enter updated MFD name MFDB   As processing complete 
    d) Parameter description file: leave blank to use default   
 
Cloud physics processing log.             Revision date: 04/04/2006 3:57 PM 
CLOUD PHYSICS PROCESSING LOG 
 
Flight number: B138 
Date:  14/11/2005 
 
B)                                             2D PROCESSING    
Processing Stage Completed Comments 
1) Transfer B138.dat file from CD/DVD to PC     
2) Zip up file on PC (B138.zip)     
3) FTP the zipped file (binary) from the PC to the directory      
    SEADAS_DATA:[SEADAS_DATA] on FLOODS     
4) Log on to FLOODS      
5) unzip SEADAS_DATA:[SEADAS_DATA]B138.zip  24/11/05   
6) In PVWAVE   
 Note the number of bad block 
reads and/or final numbers of 
blocks read & written 
    i)  !PATH=!PATH+’,MRFB:[PMS.PROC]’     
    ii) CONVERT_SEADAS_FILE     
      a) Input file:  SEADAS_DATA:[SEADAS_DATA]B138.dat     
      b) Output file: SEADAS_DATA:[SEADAS_DATA] 
                             B138_seadas.dat 
    iii) exit  24/11/05   
7) run MRFB:[PMS.SEADAS]READM200_FILE     
    a) Default directory:     PMSDATA:     
    b) Flight number:         B138     
    c) Disk file name:         SEADAS_DATA:[SEADAS_DATA] 
                                        B138_seadas.dat     
    d) Comment string:     
    e) Start time:                     0 if unknown     
     f) End time:                      240000 if unknown     
    g) Read 2DC:                   Y     
    h) Read 2DP:                   Y     
     i) Secondary data            Y     
     j) FSP-SYNC:                  Y     
    k) cmd.str:                        Y     
     l) Auto time correction:    N     
   m) Full length secondary:  N  24/11/05   
8) 2D image display and printing     
    Quick look at image blocks if required  This section is optional 
    In PVWAVE     
    i) !PATH=!PATH+’,MRFB:[PMS.PROC]’   
    i) WAVE> IMAGEDISPLAY     
       a) 2D directory name:   PMSDATA:      
       b) Flight number:          B138     
       c) IWC plot:                   N     
       d) Select probe:            (1) 2DC (2) 2DP     
       e) Start time:                 0 if unknown     
       f) End time:                  240000 if unknown     
       g) Time interval (sec):   0 for every image block  
                                             nominal 5 sec  2D-P is continuous noise. 
    Preparation of imagery for Core data product   
   iii) WAVE> auto_image   
Cloud physics processing log.             Revision date: 04/04/2006 3:57 PM 
       a) 2D directory name:   PMSDATA:   
     b) Flight number:         B138   
      c) Enter date:              YYYYMMDD   
      d) Enter start time       0 if unknown   
      e) Enter end time        240000 if unknown   
      f) Enter time interval (sec) between successive imaged 
blocks 
                                         10 10 2D-C only processed 
   iv) exit PVWAVE                                              Creates files  PMSDATA: FAAM_YYYYMMDD_R0_B138_2Dx_IMAGES.PS 
   ftp *.PS files from PMSDATA: to PC   
   Load each into Ghostview or other pdf-converter   
   Output as pdf file (70 dpi resolution) and append name 
prefix of CORE-CLOUD-PHY_ to converted files 24/11/05 
Complete, file on 
O:\CloudPhysics Core data 
9) run MRFB:[PMS.SPEC2D.AUTO]PROCESS2D_AUTO    
     a) Flight number:        B138     
     b) Directory:                PMSDATA:     
     c) File generation:       Hit enter     
     d) Time correction:      Time offset of the 2D data  0   
     e) TAS:                        Y     
      f) MFD directory:        MFDDATA:B138_MFDX     
     g) Probe number:        (1) 2DC (2) 2DP (0) Both  1 2D-C only processed 
                                 0 unless either probe known to be faulty     
     h) Start time:                0 if unkbown  130000   
     i) End time:                  240000 if unknown  145555   
     j) Nominal averaging:   0.2 seconds for conversion to M5  0.2   
     k) Particle type:            8 if known to be in ice cloud         8  Note the particle type  
                                          11 if known to be in water cloud           
                                          8 if known to be in mixed-phase  
                                          8 if unknown             
     l) Coefficient choice:     2     
   m) Output root filename: PMSDATA:B138_PROC2D  24/11/05   
10) In PVWAVE     
    i) enter:   
        !PATH=!PATH+’,MRFB:[PMS.PROC]’   
        Note that the comma before “mrfb” is important!     
ii) WRITE_PROC2D_TO_M5,   'PMSDATA:B138_PROC2D.DAT',     
                               'PMSDATA:B138_M5PROC2D' 
     iii) exit  24/11/05   
11) MODIFY     
    a) Modifying datasets:    pmsdata:B138_m5proc2D     
    b) Datset:                       mfddata:B138_mfdX     
    c) New dataset:              Enter modified MFD name     
    d) Parameter description file: leave blank to use default   
   
 
Cloud physics processing log.             Revision date: 04/04/2006 3:57 PM 
CLOUD PHYSICS PROCESSING LOG 
 
Flight number: B138 
Date:  14/11/2005 
 
C)                                          PCASP PROCESSING  
Processing Stage Completed Comments 
1) Complete stage 7) in 2D processing     
    Ensures B138_FSP.DAT containing raw PCASP data is     
    written to directory PMSDATA:     
2) run MRFB:[PMS.PCASP]PROCPCASP_NEW   Note the min size channel 
    a) Flight number:        B138   Note the volume flow rate 
    b) File name:              PMSDATA:B138_FSP.DAT     
    c) Root output name:  PMSDATA:B138_PROCPCASP      
      Produces PMSDATA:B138_PROCPCASP.DAT (binary)     
                      PMSDATA:B138_PROCPCASP.OUT (ascii)     
    d) Minimum size channel: Default = 1  1   
      If smallest size channel are known to be noisy the value     
      of the highest noise free channel to be entered here     
    e) Calibration volume flow rate:  
        Use the most recent value.  1.0   
        Calibration files to be stored in ????     
        Entering zero gives default value = 1.0 cm3/sec     
     f) Time correction:   Same value as used in 2D  
                                     processing stage 9 d)  0   
    g) Start time:             0 if unknown  122000   
    h) End time:              240000 if unknown  164950  24/11/05 
3) In PVWAVE     
   i) enter:   
        !PATH=!PATH+’,MRFB:[PMS.PROC]’   
        Note that the comma before “mrfb” is important!     
  ii)  write_procpcasp_to_m5,'pmsdata:B138_procpcasp.dat'     
      ,'pmsdata:B138_m5procpcasp'  
  iii) exit  24/11/05   
4) MODIFY     
    a) Modifying datasets:    pmsdata:B138_m5procpcasp     
    b) Datset:                       mfddata:B138_mfdX     
    c) New dataset:              Enter modified MFD name    Remains MFDA until FFSSP 
   d) Parameter description file: leave blank to use default 24/11/05 Completed 
 
FAAM Dropsonde Flight Log 
 
Flight No. B138 Date 14/11/2005 
Page No.             1            of Operator SWH 
 
GMT Sonde No. Event Comments 
  e.g. launch, 
splashdown 
e.g. wind data? PTH data? Lat/Long 
NB strings of dropsonde data contain: 
 time, pressure hPa, T deg C, RH %, wind direction deg, 
wind speed m/s, longitude, latitude, height m 
135006 1 Launch 135006.0  287.10 -46.10 137.11  51.50  
22.40 -18.20   -6.99590  50.60290  
9455.60 
 1  Good Sonde 
140131 1 Splashdown 140131.9 1026.33  10.07  59.21 300.26   
4.45 -11.20   -7.04937  50.55099  -
255.20 
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    











Operator(s) Ian Rule Campaign Caesar 
Departure Cranfield Arrival Cranfield 
System start  
MARSS  
Visual pod inspection   
Close 3 SSP circuit breakers   
Close all MARSS circuit breakers   
FERA on at time       
Temperature controller initial temps      °C      °C      °C







MARSS CPU on at time 0840 ish 
Initial target temperatures Hot      Cold      
Target heating   
*** CHECK SCAN HEAD CLEAR ***   
Scanning on (LMD box) at time 0840 ish 
Scan indication Monitor Visual  
Deimos 
Close all Deimos circuit breakers   
Turn on Deimos CPU   
*** CHECK SCAN HEAD CLEAR ***   
Start Deimos Software at time 0845 ish 
Initial target temperatures Hot      Cold      
Target heating   
Scan indication Monitor Visual  
Cloud Some Ci Precip none




System functionality check (after initial system warmup, approx 1 hour) 
PC to DRS Time error tPC=tDRS + 0 at time      0940 
Brightness temps 'sensible' Deimos noisy but sensible, dare I say it, MARSS 
looks good right now (0950) 
 
MARSS: Hot      344 Cold      280 Target temps Deimos: Hot      344 Cold      291 
Ch1 A 
( - ) 
Ch3 A 
( - ) 
Ch1 B 
( - ) 
Ch3 B 
( - ) 
 











Channel gains 'sensible' 
43 34 36 35 40 
  
Power changeover  
Headset on before start   
Listen to engine start sequence 4, 3, 2, 1.  
LMD off (3 switches, bottom to top)   
Exit Deimos Software (x)   
POWER CHANGEOVER 
LMD on (3 switches, top to bottom) then pushbutton  
Restart Deimos Software   
System running again at time  
        
Flight # B Date Operator(s)  log page 2 of 3
Run id Alt/FL Sys 
Time Remarks 
 
0954   Deimos a bit noisy, but appears to be responding correctly.  MARSS looks good….  
0958   MARSS ch16 started to drop out  
1050   Status as above.  
1100   Both MARSS and Deimos pc’s set to DRS +/- 0  
1105   Martian laptop time set to DRS +/- 0  
Question  ?  
Which direction should Deimos scanner rotate 
in?  Currently on aircraft, it rotates from aft to 
fwd… 
 
1204   Deimos pc reset on power change, all others ok.  
122749   T/o Cranfield  
1234   
MARSS hot target cover working very well, 
Deimos target temps good too.  MARSS ch16 
still u/s 
 
1242  FL100 OAT= 0, MARSS target temps still good.  
130829 P1 FL100 Profile to FL310  
1316 P1  
Both radiometers reacting properly on coast 
crossings.  MARSS hot target temps still v 
good 
 
1331   Laptop timecheck, = DRS minus 1 sec  
133514 P1  End profile  
133615 R1 FL310 Start run  
1338   MARSSmon crashed, restarted ok  
134116 R1  End run  
134327 R2 FL310 Start run  
135005 R2 FL310 Sonde drop  
1351   Turning to avoid lower cloud  
135639 R2  End run  
135908 R3 FL310 Start run, OAT = -46, MARSS hot target still stable at 344K  
140920 R3  End run  
141233 P2 FL310 Start profile up  
142216 P2 FL340 End profile, very low signals on MARSS zenith  
142752 R4 FL330 Start run  
1434 R4 FL330 End run  
143718 P3 FL330 Profile descent, steps at 310, and 290  
145018 P3 FL270 End profile, laptop time approx 1.5 s behind DRS  
145649 O1 FL270 Start orbit  120 deg heading, 50 deg LHD  
   End orbit  
150320 O2 FL270 Start orbit  150 deg heading,  50 eg RHD  
150454   End orbit  
150722 P4 FL270 Start profile  
154033 P4, R5 250’ End profile, start run  
153540 R5  End run  
154730 R6 250’ Start run  
155902   End run, climb away  
1613   Both radiometers reacted correctly crossing coast  
   Laptop timecheck, = DRS minus 3 s  
Flight # B Date Operator(s)  log page 3 of 3
Run id Alt/FL Sys 
Time Remarks 
 
1632   
Stop MARSS and Deimos to check pc times, 
Deimos pc 2 s slower than DRS, MARSS pc 10 
s faster than DRS. 
 
164325   Land Cranfield  
1647   Radiometers off  
     
     
     
     
     
     
     
     









Flight Manager’s Instrument Status Log 
Flight No.  B 138                Date:  14th November 2005 
Instrument Fitted Operated Instrument Fitted Operated 
Navigation   Cloud Physics   
INU  Y Probes   
XR5M GPS  Y FFSSP  Y 
Cruciform GPS  N PCASP  Y 
Satcom C  Y 2D-P  Y 
Satcom H  Y 2D-C  Y 
Thermometers   Cloudscope  N 
De-Iced Temp  Y SID 1  Y 
Non De-Iced  Y SID 2  N 
Heimann  Y HVPS  N 
Hygrometers   CIP25  Y 
G. Eastern  Y CIP100  Y 
J. Williams  Y    
Nevzorov  Y    
TWC  Y    
FWVS  N Racks:     
Radiometers   INC  N 
Upper Clear Y Y CCN / CNC  Y 
     “    Red Y Y CVI  N 
     “    Silicon Y Y    
     “    JO1D Y N Aerosol   
Lower Clear Y Y PSAP   N 
     “    Red Y Y Nephelometer  N 
     “    Silicon Y Y Filters  N 
     “    JO1D Y N AMS   N 
Large 
Radiometers
     
TAFTS  Y    
MARSS  Y    
DEIMOS  y Others:   
ARIES  y NIR TDLAS  N 
SWS  Y 2BT O3  N 
Chemistry   VACC  N 
Ozone  Y PEROXIDE  N 
SO2  N Formaldehyde  N 
NOX  Y ADA  N 
CO  N CPI  N 
ORAC  N NOxy  N 
PAN  N PTRMS  N 
PERCA  N Bag Sampling  N 
WAS  N Tube Sampling  N 
 
Faults / Incidents Log 
 
Flight No. B138 




1. 28V breaker for the turbulence probe keeps popping out. 
2. Satcom-C no emails being received or sent 
3. TW status light on 
4. Outboard Video camera tape keeps getting stuck, disconnecting wire at back 
works 
5. CIP U/S 







1. Pre flight problems include rudder and coms 
2. Coms problem with TAFTS rack – loose connection 






Satcom H Calls 2 FAAM 
      3 DFL Position Reports as no SATCOM 
MISSING LOG SHEETS: 
 
The following log sheets are not available for flight B138: 
 
Log Reason 
CPI Log only of interest to instrument operator so no copy left with FAAM 
TAFTS No log is ever taken for TAFTS 

















Digital8 video recordings from this flight reside with : 
 
2 x Forward Facing Cameras 
3 x Downward Facing Cameras 
 
Dr Jonathan P. Taylor 
  
Manager Atmospheric Radiation Research Group  
Met Office 






Tel: +44 (0)1392 884647 






I should have added that in the MESO animations the cirrus appears as "white" also here is the attached cloud-top temp as you will see the cirrus is high 35-40K ft (from previous 




I thought you might be interested in these other Figures they show the cirrus more clearly, in the first the cirrus appears as cyan with lower cloud more "brownish" and in the 
second the very thin cirrus appears as black with the red indicating thicker cirrus - the SW is certainly for today the place to be - Anthony 




